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The

Sharpest
Tool in

We’re big fans of the M235i but the addition of a
host of performance-orientated upgrades courtesy
of AC Schnitzer makes it a really exciting drive
Words: Bob Harper Photography: Max Earey

the Box
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A
s the speedometer in AC Schnitzer’s
ACS2 Sport arcs remarkably quickly past
the 240km/h mark the blue M235i that’s
being driven by snapper Earey starts to
dwindle in my rear view mirror.

Schnitzer’s breathed-on version shows little sign of
abating its rate of acceleration and we see an
indicated 260km/h with seemingly more to come
before we have to call on the anchors to wash off
some serious speed as traffic up ahead spoils the fun.
To be honest I’d been a little surprised that our M235i
Longtermer had been keeping pace quite so well as
the Schnitzer car has had a pretty hefty dose of
steroids but all becomes clear once we reach our
destination. It turns out the wily old fox Earey had
been making extensive use of the gearbox in our car
while I’d simply been leaving the ACS2 Sport in sixth!

Were it not for the traffic on the autobahn the
Schnitzer M235i feels like it could maintain this sort
of speed all day long and as well as the pace
impressing the car’s composure is equally striking. As
you’ll no doubt be able to see from the pictures the
car’s suspension has been set up in a very
uncompromising manner – more on this in a bit –
but it’s not made it an unruly companion at speed.
Initially it seemed like it was going to be a little skittish
when you hit expansion joints or the like but once I’d
traversed one or two I grew in confidence as while
the car was thrown off line a tiny amount it
immediately settled back into the desired rhythm and
after a short time behind the wheel I didn’t give it a
second thought.

Our autobahn dash has been prompted by Earey’s
request to go to the roads around the Nürburgring in

order to photograph the Schnitzer car and his
promise of some decent driving locations that he’s
used before has swung the decision to comply with
his request. It’s really worthwhile, too, as the roads
are lightly trafficked and entertaining and the chance
to spend a decent amount of time in the ACS2 and
being able to drive it back-to-back with the standard
car will really help in seeing quite how different the
two machines are.

I first clap eyes on the Schnitzer example in the
company’s pristine workshops and before it’s even
barked into life it looks like it’s going to be an
entertaining companion. It’s seriously low and those
19-inch rims are really filling the wheel arches
completely eradicating the slightly ‘gappy’ look that
our car has with its 18-inch setup and standard
suspension. The ACS2 has had some major camber
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added and the reason for this is that it’s literally just
returned from a big test with the German magazine
Auto Bild Sportscars where it was track tested. As part
of the car’s spec is a fully-adjustable Schnitzer Racing
suspension that’s been honed for this purpose. It
looks mean and moody and the choice of Melbourne
red works with the other Schnitzer enhancements.

While we’re about it we might as well cover the
upgrades that are immediately obvious externally.
Those wheels are Schnitzer Type VIII Forged items
and measure 8.5x19-inches all-round and are
wearing 225/35 19 Continental ContiSportContact
rubber. The whole car has been treated to a series of
carbon embellishments that really do suit its shape
and endow it with a serious dose of visual drama. At
the front there are a pair of carbon flippers either side
of the spoiler while the mirror caps have been

replaced with carbon covers. At the rear there’s a very
sexy carbon rear diffuser that wraps around the quad
exhausts while atop the rear screen there’s a small
roof spoiler. Sitting on top of the bootlid is actually a
BMW M Performance carbon spoiler and Schnitzer
figured that it looks so right and is so keenly priced
that there really wasn’t any point in trying to better it.

We’ll cover the exhaust a little later on but what we
want to do now is hit the road as if we leave things
too much longer we’ll end up getting caught in the
rush hour on our way back from the ‘Ring so it’s time
to get under way. Before I do, though, it’s interesting
to note that this M235i has the European-spec cloth
and Alcantara trim on its seats and door trim panels. It
looks and feels really nice and I wonder if BMW UK
has missed a trick by spec’ing all UK M235is with
leather as standard. Schnitzer upgrades inside have

been kept to a minimum with a gear knob,
handbrake handle and an aluminium pedal set being
the main additions.

Once I’ve settled into the cockpit I thumb the
starter button and all hell breaks loose as the
massaged N55 straight-six erupts into life. In the
confined environs of the Schnitzer workshop it
sounds absolutely wonderful with a deep, meaty
burble as it goes through its cold start cycle before
settling down to a still loud but less lairy tickover.
There’s something about a loud and cultured exhaust
that really brings out the schoolboy in me and I can’t
help but have a little giggle to myself… this is going
to be fun. 

Manoeuvring the car out of the tightly-packed
workshop is always a little bit of a nerve wracking-
experience – I always seem to find reversing a left-

AC Schnitzer M235i
ENGINE: N55 six-cylinder, 24-valve, turbocharged
CAPACITY: 2979cc
MAX POWER: 380hp @ 6000rpm
MAX TORQUE: 397lb ft @ 3800rpm
0-62MPH: 4.6 seconds
0-125MPH: 15.7 seconds
TOP SPEED: 155mph (limited)
MODIFICATIONS
ENGINE: AC Schnitzer 380hp performance
upgrade consisting of a tuning module, high-flow
intercooler, downpipe and sports cats
WHEELS & TYRES: AC Schnitzer Type VIII alloy
wheels, 8.5x19-inch with 225/35 Continental
ContiSportContact tyres
SUSPENSION: AC Schnitzer fully-adjustable
Racing suspension 
STYLING: AC Schnitzer carbon front flippers,
mirror caps and rear diffuser
EXHAUST: AC Schnitzer Export sports rear
silencer with quad tailpipes 
INTERIOR: AC Schnitzer pedal set, handbrake
handle, gear knob and floor mats
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hand drive car tricky for some reason – but we
emerge into the late summer sun where the ACS2
Sport’s Melbourne paintwork takes on an altogether
more strident look. I pootle up the road not wanting
to lose Earey from my mirrors before we get onto the
autobahn and while the ride is a little
uncompromising around town I guess that’s only to
be expected given that it’s set up for track work. As
the system is adjustable for height, bump and
rebound it could certainly be tailored to one’s own
requirements and tastes. 

As we sit in traffic waiting to get a move on I chat
to Schnitzer’s Oliver Lindstedt who is accompanying
us to make sure we’re fully informed about the
engine upgrade the car has been given. In the past

Schnitzer hasn’t been too concerned with offering
upgraded hardware to accompany its tuning software
but it’s found that increasingly customers are asking
for these type of upgrades and seeing as many other
companies offer it Schnitzer has decided to develop
its own hardware.

Thus as well as an AC Schnitzer performance
upgrade box we have a new intercooler, downpipe
and some high-flow cats, too. The Schnitzer high-
performance intercooler is larger than the standard
item and the company reckons it has an 80 per cent
larger air contact surface and 62 per cent more
charge air volume than standard, which allows the
engine to fight off the effects of heat soak very
effectively. Couple this with the 200-cell sports

catalyst and the car’s power figure takes a hefty hike
– 380hp at 6000rpm and 397lb ft of torque at
3800rpm. Those are gains of 54hp and 65lb ft – not
to be sniffed at – and while the Schnitzer car does
without the standard machine’s 1300-5000rpm
torque plateau it’s worth noting that the ACS2 Sport
delivers more torque than the regular M235i all the
way from 1600rpm to the redline. 

By now we’re used to trusting Schnitzer’s figures –
it doesn’t make outlandish claims for its upgrades –
but the performance figures obtained by Auto Bild
Sportscars very much back-up the on-paper stats. The
German magazine recorded a 0-62mph time of 4.6
seconds (an improvement of 0.4 seconds) and a 
0-125mph time of 15.7 seconds – that’s a whole two

All the while that wonderful
exhaust is egging you on
reverberating off the hills
as the revs rise and fall
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seconds quicker than series production. And if that
wasn’t enough to convince you of the car’s newfound
ability then a track time around the Sachsenring
where the magazine holds the majority of its tests
recorded a time of 1:36.48 compared to the standard
car’s 1:40.90.

Once free of Aachen we peel onto the autobahn
and it really feels as if the car is hunkering down on
its haunches as we round the tight slip road before
entering the two-lane motorway. A glance in the
mirror reveals it to be all clear so I give the ACS Sport
the full works as we join the major road and it doesn’t
disappoint in either the way it dramatically picks up
speed or the soundtrack that accompanies it. As the
rev counter needle whips round the dial it’s time to

grab third and in a blink of an eye I’m repeating the
process to engage fourth as the acceleration
continues unabated, other than for the briefest of
pauses while I swap ratios. The exhaust we have
fitted to the car is the ‘Export’ version meaning that
it’s too loud to gain TüV approval for use in its
domestic market but the good news is that it’s fine to
use this in the UK. Schnitzer has also updated its
tailpipe design for these exhausts and you can now
have the tips in either the ‘Racing Evo’ look we have
here or a more traditional-looking ‘Sport’ which will
give you four round outlets, as you’d see on an M car.

A slower section of heavily-trafficked roadworks
sees us cruising at much lower speeds where the
ACS2 is all calm and serene (bar the slightly lumpy

low-speed ride) and the next section has a 120km/h
limit in force which equates to more or less the UK
motorway speed limit. This section proves that
Schnitzer has done a very good job on the exhaust as
when on a constant throttle cruise it’s perfectly quiet
and subdued. Eventually the magic derestricted signs
are illuminated which brings us to the acceleration
fest we started with. After half-an-hour of speeding up
to more or less the car’s maximum speed and then
slowing for traffic before repeating the process
doesn’t dull the enjoyment but eventually we peel off
the autobahn and head for the ‘Ring using some of
Oliver’s local knowledge to traverse some fairly
challenging roads.

As befits the engineering excellence that I’m sitting
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in we also have some German Tarmac engineering
excellence here and the ACS2 Sport really revels in
putting down its power on the smooth surface and
serves up big thrills on these roads. Those Alcantara
seats really grip your body much better than the
standard leather in ‘our’ car and that’s just as well as
the Schnitzer car has much higher levels of grip due
to the suspension setup and larger rubber footprint.
Not everything has been sacrificed to the great god of
grip, though, as you can switch the traction to its DTC
mode to allow a little slip and the car’s more than
happy to entertain in this manner with a little quarter-
turn of opposite lock proving most satisfying when

coming out of some of the slower corners.
And all the while that wonderful exhaust is egging

you on reverberating off the hills as the revs rise and
fall, slightly gruff and meaty at low revs yet rising in
timbre and pitch as the revs rise. It really is a
wonderful noise and it even pulls off the feat of some
angry popping on the overrun, too, and I reckon that
it would be hard to better the sounds coming from an
M235i than this Schnitzer example. 

Overall it’s a fairly dramatic conversion – it’s
significantly quicker, sounds awesome and has the
road manners and looks to back it up. I can say with
complete honesty that I’d be hard pushed to decide

between this fully-fettled 2 Series and the M4 I spent
a week with a few months ago. This certainly bodes
well for the forthcoming M2 and if it’s as good as this
BMW will have a real winner on its hands. I wonder
how much better Schnitzer will be able to make it? ●

CONTACT:
AC Schnitzer UK
Tel: 01485 542000
Web: www.ac-schnitzer.co.uk
AC Schnitzer (Germany)
Tel: +49 (0) 241 5688130
Web: www.ac-schnitzer.de

The ACS2 Sport really revels in putting
down its power on the smooth surface
and serves up big thrills on these roads
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